Application of Radial Basis Neural Networks in Fault Diagnosis of Synchronous Generator
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Abstract:

This paper presents the application of radial basis neural networks to the development of a novel method for the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of synchronous generators. In the proposed scheme, flux linkage analysis is used to reach a decision. Probabilistic neural network (PNN) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are used in design of fault diagnosis system. PNN as main part of this fault diagnosis system and DWT are combined effectively to construct the classifier. The PNN is trained by features extracted from the magnetic flux linkage data through the discrete Meyer wavelet transform. Magnetic flux linkage data is provided by a FEM (Finite Element Method) simulation of a real synchronous generator and estimated by generalized regression neural network (GRNN). Then PNN is tested with experimental data, derived from a 4-pole, 380V, 1500 rpm, 50 Hz, 50 KVA, 3-phase salient-pole synchronous generator.
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1. Introduction

Fault detection and diagnosis of electrical machines are of particular importance in industry and have moved in recent years from conventional techniques to Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques [1]. ANNs imitate the human brain formation, which consists of simple arithmetic units connected in complex layer architecture. They have the ability of nonlinear mapping, parallel processing and learning [2]. These features make them ideally suited for providing a high accuracy in fault detection under a wide variety of different systems and fault conditions. The AI techniques have numerous advantages over conventional fault diagnostic approaches [1]. Besides giving better performance, these techniques are easy to be extended and modified. These can be adaptive by incorporating new data or information. AI techniques are now being increasingly used for condition monitoring and fault detection of electrical machines [3, 4]. Also, several papers have presented different methodologies based on the inclusion of expert systems to classification of power quality disturbances, transformer faults and significant events with probabilistic neural network [5-12].

On the other hand, the stator’s internal short circuit current in the synchronous generator may be several times larger than its terminal short circuit current. When an inter-turn short circuit occurs, the shorted turn will act as the secondary winding of an autotransformer. Consequently, a very large circulating current will flow in the faulted turn. This circulating current creates excessive heat and high magnetic forces in the machine [13]. Therefore, it is very important to have a careful analysis of the internal faults in synchronous generators to increase their useful life and reliability. Hence, this paper describes the design and implementation of an artificial neural networks-based fault locator for salient-pole synchronous generator. This technique uses radial basis function (RBF) neural networks for locating internal faults in salient-pole synchronous generator. This locator utilizes magnetic flux linkage waveforms of the fault data. These values are stored as waveform samples by a designed data recorder. Then the faulted waveform samples are transferred to a standard personal computer (PC). The incoming data after processing in PC is fed to the trained ANNs for locating internal faults. The RBF networks are trained with data under a variety of fault conditions and used for fault location. The advantage of this method is the best understanding of the local phenomena (magnetic flux linkage) and high accuracy of detection.

2. Radial Basis Neural Network and Wavelet Analysis

2.1. Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFs)

PNN and GRNN are members of the RBFs family. The PNN is a kind of the RBF suitable for classification problems while the GRNN is a kind of the RBF that is often used for function approximation. These two networks have analogous constructions, but there is a basic distinction: the PNN makes classification where the goal variable is definite, whereas the GRNN makes regression where the goal variable is continuous.

The structure of these networks consists of four layers, an input, a hidden, a summation and an output layer (see Fig.1). The input-layer neurons do not perform any computation and merely distribute input features to all the neurons in the hidden layer. The hidden layer is fully connected to the input layer. The hidden layer units represent each training set pattern and use a radial base activation function. This layer carries out a nonlinear transformation of the input space to the hidden space; the hidden space is of high dimensionality, so transforms the nonlinear separable pattern set in linear separable output sets. In fact, neurons in the hidden layer utilize multi-dimensional kernels to estimate the probability density function (PDF) for classification.

![Fig. 1: The neural networks structure [14]. (a) PNN. (b) GRNN.](image-url)
unit by the value in the DS unit and utilizes the consequence as the forecasted aim value [10, 14].

The basic idea behind the PNN is a direct neural network implementation, using the Parzen nonparametric PDF estimation and the Bayes strategy for pattern classification. The Parzen estimation of the PDF for class \( k \) is

\[
P_{d_k}(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{1}{p_k} e^{-(x-x_j)^2/(2\sigma^2)}
\]

(1)

Where \( x_j \) is the \( j \)th training sample from class \( k \), \( x \) is the unknown input, \( n \) is the imension number of classifying vector \( x \), \( p_k \) is the number of training sample of class \( k \), and the \( \sigma \) is an adjustable smoothing parameter. This equation implies that the PDF for each class can be expressed simply as the sum of the population PDFs. In addition, as already mentioned, when a new input pattern \( x \) is presented to the GRNN for the prediction of the output value, each training pattern \( y_p \) assigns a membership value \( h_p \) to \( x \), based on the Euclidean distance \( d_p \) as in (2). The distance, \( d_p \), between the training sample and the point of prediction, is used as a measure of how well each training sample can represent the position of prediction, \( x \). Finally, GRNN calculates the output value \( y \) of the pattern \( x \) as in (2) [14].

\[
y(x) = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{P} y_p \cdot h_p}{\sum_{p=1}^{P} h_p}
\]

(2)

The RBF networks have some advantages over other artificial neural networks that are presented in the following [10, 14].

• The PNN/GRNN learns instantaneously in one-pass through the patterns of the training set which causes them faster to train, compared to other networks and these networks don’t need pre-decision on the number of layers and hidden units.

• The fast learning speed of the PNN makes it suitable for fault diagnosis and signal classification problems in real time (especially when implemented on hardware systems).

• There is no need to set the initial weights and no relationship exists between learning and recalling processes in these networks.

• A PNN has got an inherently parallel structure, quick repeated iterative process and superior adaptation capability for architectural changes.

• A PNN is guaranteed to converge to a Bayesian classifier, provided that it is given enough training data.

2.2. Wavelet Decomposition

Many applications use the wavelet decomposition. One of the most popular applications of the wavelet transforms is in de-noising studies on the steady state problems [11]. The aim of de-noising is to eliminate the noise and to retain the important features as much as possible. In recent times, signal de-noising studies using nonlinear processing, such as wavelet transformation, have become increasingly popular. In this project, DWT based on the filtering scheme, illustrated in Fig.2, is used for de-noising, because by reducing the noise, better network training is done. Also, with regard to simultaneously sampling data in specific angular position of the rotor, time axis has been replaced with angle axis (\( \{\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_{\infty}\} \)).

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a time-dependent signal \( x(t) \) that can be defined as the sum over all time of the signal multiplied by scaled, shifted versions of the wavelet function \( \psi(t) \), i.e. [12]

\[
w_c(b,a) = |a|^{\frac{1}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \psi^*(\frac{t-b}{a}) dt
\]

(3)

where \( \psi(t) \) is the mother wavelet, and \( a \) and \( b \) are scale index and translation parameters, respectively.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is derived from the discretization of \( w_c(b,a) \) and \( a, b \) can be defined as: \( a = 2^j, b = 2^j k, j, k \in \mathbb{Z} \). Therefore, by using (3), the discrete wavelet transform can be expressed as following:

\[
DWT(j,k) = |2^j|^{\frac{1}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \psi^*(\frac{t-2^j k}{2^j}) dt
\]

(4)

The fundamental idea of the wavelet analysis is that the original signal, \( x(t) \), passes through two complementary filters and it is decomposed into approximation coefficients representing low-frequency components (\( A_s \)’s) and detail coefficients representing high frequency components (\( D’_s \)’s).

![Fig. 2: Tree of four levels DWT decomposition of an original signal [12].](image-url)
3. Internal Fault

3.1. Description of Internal Faults

Early stages of internal faults in stator winding may often have insignificant effects on the machine performance; however such faults may quickly lead to considerable inter-turn faults and subsequently destructive failures [15]. Undetected turn-to-turn faults lead to generated heat in the deformed region of a winding which finally develop and change into phase-to-ground or phase-to-phase faults [3]. These types of faults are a major reason of the stator winding failures and other faults may result from these faults [3]. Therefore, it is very important to analyze and detect the inter-turn winding faults. Hence, reliable and accurate diagnosis of inter-turn short circuit faults is a challenging problem in the area of fault diagnosis of electrical machines.

Fig. 3 illustrates the case when a turn-to-turn short circuit has happened in the same branch. In this figure, two currents produce opposite MMFs, one of which is the phase current and the other one is the short circuit current. The difference between these two currents is defined as circulating current \( I_{irc} \). Therefore, the main effect of the inter-turn short circuits decreases the MMF close to the short-circuited turns. Firstly, when a short circuit occurs, the number of phase winding turns and the MMF produced by this winding reduce. Secondly, the MMF produced by the short-circuit current is contrary to the MMF produced by phase winding [1, 16]. In Fig.2, \( N_D \) corresponds to the winding turns being shorted due to turn-to-turn short circuit in the same branch and \( R_o \) corresponds to the contact resistance.

3.2. Magnetic Flux Distribution

Modeling and analysis of salient-pole synchronous generator is very complicated, especially when an inter-turn winding fault occurs in a generator equipped with a stator winding consisting of parallel branches. Fig.4 (a) and (b) shows the typical magnetic flux distribution under normal and turn-to-turn fault of the studied generator as obtained by the FEM simulation. In Fig.4 (a) magnetic flux distribution varies from 0.177 T (q-axis) to 1.503 T (d-axis). Fig.4 (b) illustrates flux distribution under turn-to-turn fault. In this figure, magnetic flux distribution varies from 0.195 T to 1.654 T. Due to the high circulating current in the fault areas; magnitude of magnetic flux linkage under fault condition in these areas is higher (also, see Fig.10). It is evident from both figures that magnetic field distribution in synchronous generator under healthy operation is symmetrical. But when a turn-to-turn fault occurs, this fault will cause nonsymmetrical distribution of magnetic flux linkage. Also, this matter will be shown in section 5 by experiments (see Figs.15-17). Therefore, magnetic field distribution could be applied for detection of the turn-to-turn faults in synchronous generator. In fact, in electrical machines, air-gap magnetic field distribution in no-load and on-load performance under healthy conditions is symmetrical (neglecting the insignificant inherent asymmetry in the magnetic field distribution due to the differences on mechanical structures). But this symmetry is specially lost under internal faults occurrence.

4. Experimental Test Setup and Measuring Technique

In this research, the magnetic field distribution is calculated by 3D-FEM using ANSYS workbench software.

4.1. Experimental Test Setup

The machine used in this study is a 50 KVA, 380V, 4-pole, 1500 rpm, 50 Hz, 48 stator slots, salient-pole synchronous generator. The stator of this generator has a 3-phase, one layer, lap winding, and four parallel branches in each phase. The structure of the testing laboratory and experimental test setup is shown in Fig.5. It consists of a synchronous generator connected to a three-phase load. This generator has no damper winding, and is driven by an induction machine. In fact, a usual commercially accessible generator was
disassembled and in order to produce turn-to-turn fault, isolation of the few turns from the same coil was harmed, i.e., scratched. At these points, some conductors were soldered and taken out of the machine. Short circuit was made between these conductors. Thus, turns were shortened externally. By measuring the EMF between these conductors and having awareness of winding details, we were capable of deducing how many turns in one coil were shorted.

Also, this feature (measured EMF) can be used as a fault severity indicator. In this work, the minimum number of the stator winding turns, which are short circuited, is approximately about 5% of the total turn number.

A no-load experiment and a three-phase symmetrical terminal short-circuit experiment are accomplished on the machine without internal faults. Next, under low excitation condition, several of the internal faults were performed on the mentioned generator under different conditions. In these experiments, any resistor to limit the currents is not used. Also, in order to prevent severe damage to the generator, the duration of the inter-turn short circuit was limited by using a switch. However, because of the major concern over testing machine health for further tests, measurements at full excitation current were not carried out.

Through the experiments performed in this work, search coils and designed electronic-microcontroller board are used for measuring the flux linkage from inside the machine. Designed electronic-microcontroller board has one master and forty eight slaves. Electric diagram of the board is shown in Fig. 6, where two slaves (of 48 slaves) of this system can be observed. Two-wire serial interface is used in this system.

Forty eight single turn search coils were installed along the grooves of the stator teeth with a pitch of 15° with the aim of being able to determine how the flux linkage distribution in the generator changes when an abnormal operational condition is present. The induced voltage detected by a search coil is directly proportional to the rate of change of the magnetic flux linkage [17]. Schematic and experiment view of these used search coils are illustrated in Fig. 7.

In other words, electronic-microcontroller board has been designed for measuring simultaneously flux data from the forty eight search coils in cross-section of mentioned generator. Serial port interface has been used for connecting designed electronic-microcontroller board to computer. The induced voltages in the search coils are communicated to serial port of the computer by means of designed electronic-microcontroller board. This structure is shown in Figs. 5 and 8.

Fig. 6: Electric diagram of the designed electronic-microcontroller board for measuring the flux linkage from inside the machine.

Fig. 7: (a) Schematic view of search coil. (b) Search coils placed along the stator teeth in experiment.

Fig. 8: Waveform samples are transferred to a standard personal computer (PC).
4.2. Induced Voltage in Search Coils under Healthy and Faulty Operations

Figs. 9 and 10 show the measured voltage induced in 31st search coil, under healthy and faulty operations at no-load respectively. Under faulty operation, induced voltage in search coil is distorted.

![Fig. 9: Measured voltage under healthy operation (no-load).](image1)

Although influence of load level on the detection procedure might seem a drawback, experimental tests showed it is possible to make a reliable diagnosis. Fig.11 shows induced voltages in 31st search coil, under different on-load conditions in the normal and faulty operations. Due to limitation in the power of the induction machine, generator has been loaded up to a maximum of around 25% of the rated load.

![Fig. 10: Measured voltage under faulty operation (no-load).](image2)

As it is seen in this figure, the generator load level does not have a major influence on the performance levels of the method. According to Figs.9, 10, and 11, due to the effect of the armature reaction, under on-load conditions, the induced voltages in the search coils slightly deviate from the induced voltages in the search coils under no-load conditions. In fact, in a p poles, healthy, symmetrical machine, the magnetic axis of each pole is located at 360/p geometrical degrees [18]. Under load conditions, the pole axis is not an axis of symmetry whereas in no-load conditions the pole axis is axis of symmetry. When a generator is delivering power to the load, the axes of symmetry of the magnetic field deviates from the polar and interpolar axes [19]. It is obvious that, this condition (resistive load) gives maximum deviation [20].

![Fig. 11: Induced voltage in the 31st search coil under different on-load conditions in the normal and faulty operations.](image3)

5. Finding Fault Signatures

As far as the authors are aware, most of the presented techniques do not offer the capability of identifying the specific faulty coil [21-28]. On the other hand, as discussed in [29], in lap winding machine not only faulty coil can not detected, but also finding the faulty phase is too difficult. In lap wound machines, the electrical space phase shift between the magnetic axis of the faulty coil and the original magnetic axis of the phase winding depends on the location of the shorted coil, the number of coils per phase and the distribution of the coils in the stator slots. Consequently, it is
difficult to detect the faulty phase in these types of machines [29]. In addition, finding a clear fault signatures in a machine equipped with the stator winding configurations of the parallel branches in internal faults is a difficult task [1]. On the other hand, along with the growth of electric power industry, investigation of fault diagnosis of synchronous generators with several parallel paths becomes more and more significant [21].

Although the stator of studied generator in this paper has lap winding and four parallel branches in each phase, the proposed technique with the aid of neural network could identify the faulty phase and coils under inter turn winding faults. As representative examples of the many tests performed on the salient-pole synchronous generator in the laboratory, one illustration for each case is presented.

In the following subsection (1 & 2), procedure for finding a clear fault signatures based on two schemes is presented. Under the first, detection of faulty phase based on space analysis of induced voltage in search coils is presented. In the second, detection of faulty coil based on time analysis of induced voltage in search coils is presented.

5.1. Finding Fault Signatures Based on Space Analysis of Induced Voltage in Search Coils

The detailed data of the two experiment tests of the shorted turns in phase B and C are listed in Table I. These data are sampled simultaneously from the forty eight search coils by the electronic-microcontroller board in specific angular position of the rotor that is given in Fig.12 (θ = 0). Winding arrangement and geometry of this generator are shown in Fig.12.

![Fig.12: Winding arrangement and geometry of salient-pole synchronous generator.](image)

In Table I, No. is the number of the search coils and values of sampled voltages under normal and faulty operations (induced in four adjacent search coils of each phase) which have been collected together (presented by S.N and S.F). The absolute values of the difference between the normal (S.N) and fault (S.F) values are presented by DIF.

![Table 1: Sampled voltages due to the experiment tests of the shorted turns in phase "b" and phase "c" (volt)](image)

**Table 1:** Sampled voltages due to the experiment tests of the shorted turns in phase "b" and phase "c" (volt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn-to-turn short circuit at two branches in phase V Excitation Current: 2.1 A</th>
<th>Turn-to-turn short circuit at the same branch in phase B Excitation Current 3.5 A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.13 (a) shows the experiment result of the shorted turns in two branches on the coils between the 4th and 14th slots and the 5th and 15th slots in phase B at 50% (tap to terminal) of branch 1 and 75% (tap to terminal) of branch 2 (corresponding detailed data are presented in Table I). In this figure, the difference between the normal and fault values are presented. According to this figure, the amplitude of the difference between the normal and fault values in phase B is larger than that of the other phases that
indicates fault has occurred in phase B. Fig.13 (b) shows the experiment result of the shorted turns in two branches on the coils between the 24th and 34th slots and the 25th and 35th slots in the phase A at 5% (tap to terminal) of branch1 and 45% (tap to terminal) of branch2. In this figure, the difference between the normal and fault values are presented. According to this figure, the amplitude of the difference between the normal and fault values in phase A is larger than that of the other phases that indicates fault has occurred in phase A. In these two cases, the magnetic axes of the faulty coils are approximately placed under q-axis (in $\theta = 0$), see Fig.12) so the flux linkages between the faulty coils and the other windings will be large due to the minimum reluctance between the stator and rotor in these areas. Hence, flux linkage variations to normal condition will be large in the faulty phase.

![Fig. 13: Difference induced voltage between the normal condition and faulty condition of the shorted turns in two branches in the same phase (experiment). (a) Phase B. (b) Phase A.](image)

This figure shows that the amplitude of the difference between the normal and fault values in phase C is larger than that of the other phases.

The behavior of these two faults in phase C can be explained as follows:
- when the magnetic axis of the faulty coil is placed under d-axis (see Fig.12), the flux linkage between the faulty coil and the other windings will be small due to the large air gap between the stator and rotor in these areas. Therefore, the induced voltage in the search coils in these areas will have less variation than that of normal condition. In fact, when an inter-turn short circuit occurs, flux linkage variation is large in search coils placed under poles in the area between the two faulty slots (see Figs.12 and 14 (a)). When the magnetic axis of the faulty coil is placed under q-axis, the flux linkages between the faulty coil and the other windings will be large due to the minimum reluctance between the stator and rotor in these areas. Hence, the flux linkage variation to normal condition will be large in the faulty phase.

5.2. Finding Fault Signatures Based on Time Analysis of Induced Voltage in Search Coils

Fig.15 shows the forty eight voltage waveform (induced in the search coils) under no-load condition in the healthy operation. In this figure, symmetry in the magnetic field distribution under healthy operation is presented (also, see Fig.4 (a)).

![Fig.15: Forty eight measured voltage under healthy operation (no-load).](image)

As it was mentioned earlier, under ideal conditions, the machine has an air-gap magnetic field which varies sinusoidally in space and time. Faulty operation will cause a distortion of this sinusoidal waveform. When the stator winding inter-turn fault occurs, the induced voltages in the search coils of the faulted area change more than those of the other search coils. Because
voltage difference and circulating current will occur, the flux linkage in these areas will be most affected with this fault. This concept is shown in Fig. 16.

To demonstrate this concept, we have created an experimental turn-to-turn fault on the coil between the 21st and 31st slots in phase C, and the induced voltage in forty eight search coils has been measured. Fig. 16 shows the forty eight voltage waveform under no-load condition in the faulty operation. According to this figure, the symmetry in the magnetic field distribution is lost and induced voltage in search coils around two ends of the faulty coil are distorted. Induced voltage in these search coils have more change to induced voltage in other search coils that indicates the fault has occurred in relative coils of them (also, see Fig. 4 (b)).

Fig. 16: Forty eight measured voltage under turn-to-turn short circuit in the same branch in phase C (no-load).

Also, similar results were obtained from tests under turn-to-turn short circuit of two branches in the same phase. Fig. 17 shows the experiment result of the shorted turns in two branches on the coils between 4th and 14th slots and 5th and 15th slots in phase B at 50% (tap to terminal) of branch1 and 75% (tap to terminal) of branch2. According to this figure, it is evident that the symmetry in the magnetic field distribution is lost and induced voltage in search coils around two ends of the faulty coils are distorted. In these faults, the flux linkage adjacent to the faulty coils considerably distorts.

The proposed technique can identify the occurrence of these two types of faults as well as faulted coils.

It should be remembered that due to the effect of armature reaction under on-load conditions in the normal and faulty operations, induced voltage in the search coils slightly leave from the induced voltage in the search coils under no-load conditions (see Figs. 9, 10, and 11).

6. Design of Fault Diagnosis System Using Neural Network

In our work, the PNN, the GRNN and the DWT are used in the design of fault diagnosis system. For suitable analysis with the aid of neural networks, software with a graphical user interface has been designed in MATLAB software (see Fig. 18).

PNN as main part of this fault diagnosis system and DWT are combined effectively to construct the classifier. The PNN is trained by features extracted from the magnetic flux linkage data through the discrete meyer wavelet transform. PNN is trained with simulation data and then PNN is tested with
experimental data. In fact, similar to training section the measured slot flux linkage is preprocessed with wavelet transform and then in order to detect the fault, approximation signal at level 4 is fed to PNN. The training database for the PNN is generated by the 3D-FEM. Since the FEM simulation is a time-consuming process, in order to reduce the number of FEM computations the GRNN was used to estimate the flux linkages characteristics under various conditions.

The GRNN is used to build training database for the PNN and its aim is to estimate the flux linkage of the machine for a given set of input under healthy and faulty conditions. In fact, instead of the traditional look-up table and interpolation methods, the GRNN is used. It must be noted that, the FEM computation needs to be performed on only several key states in different coil positions. Then, these data (obtained from FEM computation) will be used as inputs for training the GRNN. After the GRNN is trained, it will be used to estimate the nonlinear flux linkage of the machine in other conditions.

On the other hand, after the GRNN is trained, the next step is to ensure its performance, that is, how it behaves to an arbitrary input which is not in the training set. In order to check this performance, diverse set of inputs are selected. These test load points (computed by FEM) are presented as inputs for training the GRNN. Then the GRNN estimates the nonlinear flux linkage in the cross-section of the machine. For instance, in two excitation current (2.1 A, 2.4 A), nonlinear flux linkages of the machine were estimated. In order to check the accuracy and validity of the GRNN-based flux linkages, the flux linkages at these test points were recomputed using the FEM technique.

Table 2:
Range of errors between the fem computed flux linkages with GRNN estimated and interpolated flux linkages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different methods</th>
<th>GRNN</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Cubic spline</th>
<th>Piecewise cubic Hermite</th>
<th>Nearest neighbor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max error</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min error</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, flux linkages of the machine in these test points were interpolated with different methods. Then the percentage error between the FEM computed flux linkages and the GRNN was estimated and the interpolated flux linkages were calculated. Range of these errors is presented in Table II. As it can be seen the maximum error between the GRNN-based and the FEM computed flux linkage is less than 5%. This is less than the estimation error of the other methods. This demonstrates the strong ability of the GRNN in the estimation of the flux linkages once it is successfully trained.

From the previous results, we can conclude: if the parameters of the FEM-based model are available for some fault cases, the parameters for other fault cases can be easily estimated by the GRNN. In other words, the FEM computation needs to be performed on only several key states in different coil positions and other states will be estimated with the GRNN. This demonstrates the practicality of building the FEM-based model for various internal fault conditions.

6.1. Detection of Faulty Phase by MWPNN

In this subsection, procedure for detection of faulty phase by MWPNN based on the previous discussion and the experimental results in section 5.1 is presented.

When a synchronous generator is working under healthy condition, it is clear that the flux distribution should be symmetrical, neglecting the insignificant inherent asymmetry due to the differences on mechanical structures. But this inherent asymmetry in the machine used in this study is higher due to fatigue and lack of optimal design.

Regarding the number of poles in the aforementioned generator, its cross-section was divided into four areas in our analysis. For instance, by using data from Table I and other experiment tests, absolute value of samples in each area has been collected together. These results are presented in Table III. As it is seen from Table III, in the normal operations the difference between these data is under 10%. But, when an inter-turn short circuit occurs, this flux asymmetry will be higher than the normal value. In the faulty operations the maximum difference between these data is over 10%. It must be noted that the foundation of the presented results in Table III is based on the comparison of data in all four areas. Voltage deviations are the same in these areas due to the variation of the load level. Hence, increasing or decreasing in load level does not cause major changes in these results (see Fig.11). Therefore, by the examination of different conditions, threshold value to separate normal and fault is set at 10%. It must be noted that the best threshold value for each machine can be obtained by the analysis of sampling data from normal performance of the machine in a specified period of time.

Table 3:
Summated value of sampled voltage data in four areas (volt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of search coils</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase A - load</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase B - load</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase C - load</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase D - load</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean difference</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, as a result of delaminating clustering, the input data is classified step by step. Hence, based on the previous discussion, the fault class is divided into normal or fault based on the threshold value. Then, we classify the fault data in order to detect the faulty phase. This process is illustrated in Fig.19.
Magnetic flux linkage data of the stator teeth in different angle \((\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_48)\) are used as input data for training and testing the PNN (see Fig.12). The PNN is trained by the features extracted from the magnetic flux linkage data through the discrete meyer wavelet transform (approximation signal at level 4 is fed to PNN).

![Input data](image)

**Fig. 19:** Delaminating diagram for detection of faulty phase.

**Table 4:** Parameters of the MWPNN for detection of the faulty phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Related parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>Input layer</td>
<td>48 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output layer</td>
<td>3 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smoothing parameter</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to build the flux linkage look-up table, the variation range of excitation current and short circuit turn ratio needs to be determined first. In our work, the power factor is one due to a three-phase resistive load and regarding the nameplate of the machine, the variation range of excitation current is set as 2 A to 7 A and short circuit turn ratio is set from 5% to 65%. For instance, in this work, in the case of turn-to-turn short circuit in the same branch, we use 1 A and 10% as the computational steps for the excitation current and short circuit turn ratio.

In the input training data for each coil (8 coils), the short circuit turn ratio \((\alpha)\) varies as follows: 5%, 15%, 25%, 35%, 45%, 55%, and 65%. Corresponding to each short circuit turn ratio, the excitation current, the load current, and the fault current have different values. Computational steps for the excitation current are considered as follows: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 A. For each excitation current, the load current, and the fault current are calculated in corresponding short circuit turn ratio with the equations described in section II. So, totally 336 cases that \(192=8(\text{coil}) \times 4(\alpha) \times 6(\text{excitation current})\) cases computed by the 3D-FEM and \(8 \times 3 \times 6=144\) cases estimated by the GRNN are considered to build the flux table for each phase. Therefore, \(336 \times 3(\text{number of phases}) = 1008\) sets of input-output are used to train the PNN to detect the faulty phase (each 336 cases represent one phase). The input data used in this method are the steady state data. It must be noted that concerning practical load point, the variation range of variables can be limited. Hence, computations will be reduced. On the other hand, the small computational steps will improve the accuracy of the detection. Table IV lists the parameters of the MWPNN in this procedure for detection of faulty phase.

6.2. Detection of Faulty Coil by MWPNN

In this subsection, procedure for detection of faulty coil by PNN and DWT, based on the previous discussion and the experimental results in section 5.2 is presented. Forty eight search coils are sampled simultaneously in one or more cycles (depending on the used hardware). Therefore, a vector sets are obtained. The obtained waveforms are analyzed by wavelet transform and denoised signals are extracted. Then PNN is trained by features extracted from the magnetic flux linkage data through the discrete meyer wavelet transform (approximation signal at level 4 is fed to PNN).

In this scheme, regarding the number of search coils; forty eight MWPNN is used for detection of faulty coils. Each MWPNN is carried out only for two classes i.e., normal and fault for the classification. When no faults are present in the generator, all MWPNN’s will predict the normal class. If some MWPNN’s predict the fault class, the turn-to-turn short circuit in the same branch or turn-to-turn short circuit of two branches in the same phase has occurred. This process is illustrated in Fig.20.

![Fig. 20: Procedure for detection of faulty coil by MWPNN](image)
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Each neural network is trained with 5 input data (or events) of each class. Table V lists the parameters of the MWPNN in this procedure for detection of faulty coil.

### Table 5: Parameters of the MWPNN for detection of the faulty coil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Related parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>Input layer</td>
<td>240 nodes (depending on the used hardware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output layer</td>
<td>2 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smoothing parameter</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Evaluation of Performance

The influence of different kinds of mother wavelets to the classification accuracy was also investigated. It will provide the evidences for choosing proper wavelet family. Five commonly used wavelets, named Meyer wavelet, Haar wavelet, Daubechies’s wavelet, Symmlets and Coiflets wavelet are considered. In order to evaluate the performance of different kind of mother wavelets, we choose the same decomposition level up to 6 levels. The highest classification accuracy is obtained with Meyer wavelet in level 4. Hence in order to detection the fault, discrete Meyer wavelet transform is used and approximation signal at level 4 is fed to PNN.

Therefore, Meyer wavelet probabilistic neural network (MWPNN) is used as supervised classifier. In design of the MWPNN, it is very important to select an optimal value of the smoothing parameter. Procedure of classifying starts with finding the optimal smoothing value for MWPNN. The traditional trial and error method is used to obtain optimum smoothing factor. The second step of the classifying process is to find a good training set. Cure must be taken in choosing data for obtaining a good training set in order to increase the performance of a neural network. The smoothing parameter is given by (5) [7].

\[
\sigma_i = gd^i_{avg}
\]

where \(d^i_{avg}\) denotes the distance between the \(j\)th sample and nearest neighbor sample in class \(i\) and \(g\) is a constant value that has been found experimentally.

To evaluate the performance of MWPNN, its results are compared with different artificial neural networks. These different networks are trained and subsequently tested with same data due to similar procedure that has been mentioned before. These data for training are obtained from computation with FEM and estimated by GRNN. Then ANNs are tested with experimental data. These simultaneously data are sampled with designed electronic-microcontroller board from the forty eight search coils in cross-section of mentioned generator. First fault diagnosis system uses BP neural network. Second system uses PNN and third system uses MWPNN.

### Table 7: Diagnosis accuracy for test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>PNN</th>
<th>MWPNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification accuracy</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>&gt;95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be noted that backpropagation neural network is most widespread among all artificial neural networks. These networks are also make reference to as multilayered perceptron (MLP) or feedforward networks. The multilayered perceptron neural network is trained with the Batch Gradient Descent with Momentum. In detection of faulty phase, for the MLP neural network, several network configurations were tried, and better results have been obtained by a network constituted by three layers with 48, 24, and 3 neurons. Sigmoid is selected as the act function of neurons in every layer. The results of comparison for detection of faulty phase are presented in Table VI.

### Table 6: Diagnosis accuracy for test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>PNN</th>
<th>MWPNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>&gt;95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification accuracy</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>&gt;95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, in detection of faulty coil, for the MLP neural network, several network configurations were tried, and better results have been obtained by a network constituted by three layers with 240, 24, and 2 neurons. Sigmoid is selected as the act function of neurons in every layer. The results of comparison for detection of faulty coil are presented in Table VII.

8. Conclusion

This paper studied the use of radial basis neural networks to detect and locate an internal short circuit on the stator windings of the synchronous generator. The idea was to use data provided by precise FEM simulations of generator operation under different conditions to create identification based artificial neural network model which can be used for fault detection. In fact proposed method uses samples of magnetic flux linkages to reach a decision. The successful achieved results show that this technique is effective to ensure a reliable and accurate fault diagnosis process.
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